that: (a) in xy*=z, any two of x, y, z uniquely determine the third; (b) M has a unit 1. The associator A =A(M) is the subset of M such that (xy)z~x (yz) if at least one of x t y % z is in A ; the associator is an associative subloop (and therefore a group). A subloop H of M is normal in M if and only if H is the kernel of a homomorphism of M into a loop; equivalently, xH=Hx, If AT is given, we wish to study all loops £ such that (i) £ has a homomorphism 0 upon AT; (ii) the kernel K of 0 is a subgroup of A(E). Let G = Z(K) be the centre of X. For each e in £ define the mapping T(e) of K by (1) ft* = e(kT(e)), kGK.
Applying 0 to both sides of (1) we see that kT(e) is in K. And to each k' in K corresponds a unique k in K such that kT(e) = k'. Furthermore, e((^ife) TX^)) = (kik^e = ki(k 2 e) = &i(e • k 2 T(e)) = &ie • k{T{e) = (e'kiT(e))-k2T(e)=e(kiT(e)'k2T(e)). Thus T(e) is an automorphism of i£: (kik2)T(e)=kiT(e)-k2T(e).
In particular, T(l) is the identity automorphism. Moreover, (6162) • kT^exez) = £(^102) -(^1)^2 = (ei• kT(e!))e 2 = *(*r(*) • 02) = *(*• *r(*) T(e 2 )) = (**) • kTfa) T(e 2 
), or kT(eie2)=kT(ei)T(e2).
In
other words, /&e mapping e->T(e) is a homomorphism of E upon a group of automorphisms of K.
For our purposes a pair (G, AT) shall consist of an abelian group G, a loop M and a single-valued product gx from GAT to G such that gl=g> (gg')# = (g*)(g:'aO and (gx)y = g(xy) for all g, g' in G and x, y in Af, where 1 is the unit of Af. From (1) 
, T(e) is an inner automorphism if e is in K. Thus, for arbitrary g in G = Z(K), kin K, e in £, we have gT(ke)=gT(k)T(e)=gT(e).
However, e'd -eB if and only if e' -ke for k in K; thus gr(e) depends only on g and x = ed. Hence if we set gx = gT(e), G and M become a pair (G, AT). It is a mere matter of bookkeeping (which turns out to be useful) to pursue the study in terms of a fixed pair (G, AT). This leads to the basic definition: DEFINITION 1. Let (G, Af) be a pair. A (G, AT) extension (£, 0) consists of a loop £ and a homomorphism 0 of £ upon AT such that (i) K=10~l is in A{E)\ (ii) Z(J£) = G; (iii) ge = e(gx) for g in G, e in£, x = e0.
It will be convenient to list here other fundamental definitions concerning extensions. DEFINITION 
E^^E*.) Inverse equivalence is symmetric, not always reflexive. Transitivity has three substitutes, one being: E~-l E\ y Ei~E 2 imply E~~1E2. Therefore, since equivalence is to serve as equality, we may define the inverse (E, 0)"" 1 as any extension inverse equivalent to (£, 0). The inverse of (E, 0) may be constructed as follows. Let u(x) be any normalized system of representatives of M in E; thus u(x)0 = x, u(\) = 1. If K = 10~1, every e in E has a unique representation e -u(x)k with x = ed, k in K; define ir by eTr~u(x)k~l. Define a new operation (0) on the elements of E by eoe' = (eT-e f ir)Tr; it is easy to see that this turns E into a loop E" 1 . I claim that (Er l f 0) is the desired inverse. Indeed, 7r is an isomorphism of E upon E~~l t and gir = g~l for g in G. Also 0=^0. Certainly 0 is a homomorphism of E~l upon M, the kernel being the group Kw anti-isomorphic to K, with centre Gir = G. 
= £.)
For a more detailed discussion of the product see Eilenberg and MacLane [2, 3] . Straightforward but tedious calculation shows that Ei® £2 is a (G, M) extension such that (2) If 
T is defined by (1), the mapping e->T(e) is a homomorphism of E upon a group of automorphisms of K. Thus T(e 0 ) = W n (T(ei), • • • , r(e n )) = l, the identity automorphism.
(
(iii) For fixed n, and for every word A n (not necessarily p.n.a.), define a function JETC4»; 0, &) ~H(A n ; e h ---, e n ; fa,
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Here the ej are assigned fixed values in E and the kj vary over K. Applying 0 to (6) we find that H takes values in K. Also from (6), direct computation, along with the fact that (A n B n )(eu
Moreover, by specializing A n in (6) to the "unit" word 1 and the words Xj,
In addition, if jBnCn 5^^ J9n# n , we may derive from (7) formulas involving only A n and C n or A n and £> n . Hence, since L n is free, the recurrence formula (7) awd the initial conditions (8) define a unique function H.
Next construct the holomorph $ of K. This group is the set of all
•ff'C^nï e, *)) where J5T' satisfies both (7) 
PROOF. Let xi, • • • , x n be a spot for W n , and write F(PT n , E) ) for any extension (£, 0). By Theorem 1 (ii), F(Wn f E) is in G. Let 7r be an isomorphism of (JEi, 0i) upon (E 2 , 6 2 ) satisfying (i) of Definitions 3, 4, and let e$ in E\ satisfy e fix = xy C/ = l, 2, • • • , w). Then ey7r is in E 2i and e/irS^efli -Xj. Hence 
THEOREM 3. (i) For any (G, M) extension E, E®E~l is s.g. (ii) If E is s.g., and if Ei~E or Ei~~lE, then E x is s.g. (iii) If Ei®E 2 = Ez, and if two of the Ej are s.g., so is the third.
Next let C be any set of p.n.a. words.
We get at once the following theorem. The following examples are of interest: (1) C consists of Az, introduced after Definition 7. M is a group and the C-extensions are the associative ones. (2) C consists of Bz, defined by XiX 2 Furthermore, if 5 has a unit contained in a subgroup S' of S, then iVS' is a nucleus and one may establish the isomorphism (NS')/N^S'/(Sr\N).
These remarks lead to the following (restricted) definition. 
n where c(/) = ( -l) n+1+^ for i = 0, 1, • • • , n. For n>0, S8" is the group of the n-coboundaries; 33o consists of the 0-cochain lo^l. An n-cocycle is an w-cochain f n such that 8/ n = l n +i (the identity of S n +i) and <3" is the group of the w-cocycles. As a consequence of the associativity of M, one may verify that S 2 = 0, in the sense that 8(8/ n ) = l n +2; hence 33 n is a subgroup of £ n . The nth cohomology group § w is defined by §» = <8n/33n-The next theorem is due to Eilenberg and MacLane Choose e$ in E such that efi-xj for j= 1, 2, 3, 4. Then (14) we may state the following theorem. For each a in the associator A(M), and for each (G, M) extension (E, 0), define a loop E° as follows: Choose p in £ so that pO^a" 1 , and g in £ so that pq-l* Then £° is the loop E 0 given by (IS). We define (E, 0)« = (£*, 0) to be a conjugate of (E, 0). Hence Wz(fii t e 2t p)0 = W%(xu x 2 , a" 1 ) = 1. By Theorem 1, Wz(ei t e 2 , p) lies in G and depends only on x% 9 x 2 , a.
THEOREM 8. If Misa group, let C-extensions be Moufang extensions. Then the homomorphism (E, 0)->F(B Z , E) induces an isomorphism
(ii) Since xoy=xy, 0 is a homomorphism of £ a upon M. The kernel of 0 (in E c ) is the subloop K 0 consisting of K under (0). Since £g = l is the unit of £«, T^8(l, e, p) = 1 = TF 8 (e, 1, p) for all e in E a . Hence, for fc in JST, eo&^e&Wifo fe, />)=eJfeW 
Central and central Moufang extensions. For any pair (G, M)
we may define the groups 6 n , $B n of (normalized) w-cochains and ncoboundaries. By (11), the w-coboundaries for w = 2, 3 are given by 
h(x, y) = (c(«)y)c(*)-».
